Building Resilience Against Violence and
Extremism (BRAVE)
2 hours face-to-face training for young people from
St Giles Trust and ConnectFutures
“We were informed of the dangers… put simply,
it was very educational, fun and helpful.”

" Excellent facilitators and content.
Very engaging and relevant.”

Abdi, college student

Matt, Vice Principal at a Secondary school

Overview
This adaptable course can be delivered to any sized groups of young people to fit needs
Who for?
Primary, Secondary, FE, PRUs, Alternative Provision, YOS, Community settings
Length:
2 hours combined delivery with St Giles Trust and ConnectFutures
Funded packages available, contact:
CJ Burge, St Giles | 0738 741 0976 | coralyn.burge@stgilestrust.org.uk |
•
•
•
•
•

Combines impact of violent extremism and gang exploitation
Dispels myths relating to gang violence and violent extremism
Looks at how perpetrators recruit young people, and what they can do to stay safe
Interactive: Includes slides, videos, social media and group discussions
BRAVE has already been positively evaluated, both independently and by the Home Office, and
delivered in a number of priority areas including Birmingham, Tower Hamlets, Brent, Merton, Bexley,
Lewisham, Welling & Islington to over 2768 young people in a wide range of settings including
schools from Y4-Y13, Colleges, PRUs, Special Provision and Community Hubs.
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Details
Delivery
BRAVE can be delivered to both small targeted groups - between 5-30 young people - and larger
assembly-style audiences - up to 300 young people. We have delivered in schools to children as
young as years 5 and 6, all the way up to young adults and parents in community settings, all
with tremendous feedback attesting to the effectiveness of the workshops.
Each BRAVE programme requires at least 2 hours (1 hour for the ‘Gang Exploitation’ workshop,
and 1 hour for the ‘Safeguarding Against Violent Extremism’ workshop). BRAVE sessions are
jointly developed and delivered by SGT and ConnectFutures, combining their expertise,
experience, skills and knowledge.

Aims
BRAVE seeks to communicate a number of key messages identifying the similarities between
gang involvement, extremism and radicalisation.
The BRAVE programme:
• Helps children and young people have greater awareness of the realities and issues
surrounding gang involvement, drugs, violence, extremism and radicalisation, and learn
about strategies to help avoid the risk of becoming involved in these activities
• Supports schools and colleges to be able to tackle issues that they may feel ill-equipped
to deal with, without the adverse publicity of being seen as ‘having this problem’

Learning Outcomes
The first hour with St. Giles Trust focuses on preventing gang exploitation, aimed at creating a
cultural shift amongst young people, by both dispelling the myths which glamorise gang life and
crime, whilst also exposing the serious exploitative and grooming tactics that take place in order
to get young people to join gangs and commit crime. It utilises ex-gang members’ testimonials
and expose the realities of how girls are treated in gangs.
The second half with ConnectFutures focuses on safeguarding against violent extremism which
explains the process of radicalisation and disengagement with examples from the Far Right and
Islamist extremisms, and looks at recruiter techniques including grooming. It encourages
discussions around risks and vulnerabilities and focuses on practical action, using real cases.
Both sessions look at how and why the perpetrators recruit young people, and what they can do
to stay safe. All young people will leave the sessions understanding the exploitative recruitment
processes used by gangs/violent extremists and the catastrophic dangers involved with joining
gangs/ violent extremist groups alongside the serious consequences of supplying drugs/
committing crime. Most importantly, though, they will walk away with real tools to avoid
recruitment and exploitation.
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Testimony
From adults…
“The delivery was fantastic as 99% of the pupils got it, even some of the pupils with severe
learning difficulties. It’s been completely on point. The pupils and staff were blown away by the
workshops and information learnt via it and it alleviated all of their concerns. One class who had
further questions asked if they could go into the workshop a second time in order to have all of
their questions answered… It truly surpasses their expectations.”
Secondary School, London

“Excellent, open style of delivery - very open minded and informal. The most powerful thing here
was the personal experience of (the facilitator) and his background in talking about gangs. The
audience was really impressed with the second session on extremism as the speaker had lived in
the Middle East and had actually been arrested there as a suspected terrorist so they all felt he
was credible in understanding what it is really like.”
Community Session for young people and families, London

“Students were very engaged and have continued to talk about the sessions. Targeted individuals
seemed to show an improvement in disruptive behaviours.”
Primary & Secondary Academy, Birmingham

From young people…
“I never realised that there was white terrorist groups; I thought it was just Muslims…”
“I will never allow someone to manipulate me like this!”
“I will try to always remember to have three people that I can trust so I will always have someone
to talk to if I need.”
“It wasn’t boring like some other stuff that we’ve had. It made me think.”
“I found out stuff that I didn’t really know, and stuff that I thought was true and it turns out it isn’t,
and that does make you realise that you have to question things.”

Cost
Funded packages available.
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